
This is a time where prophetic discernment is needed more than ever.  
We discern the spirit of a situation or an individual.


Discernment is be discerning the source  

• Is this God/Holy Spirit?


• Is this the devil?


• Is this flesh or soul (mind, will, emotion)?


We see a classic case of discernment where Jesus. Matthew 16:23 says, “Get behind me Satan! 
You are a stumbling block to me, you do not have in mind the concerns of God, but merely human 
concerns.”


Even when Peter one of the chosen could slip into humanness or soulish-ness; Jesus discerned his 
heart.


Because of the shaking over the last 3 years, and so many voices coming forward, prophetic 
discernment is more necessary than ever. People are looking for the Holy Spirit’s guidance from 
prophets and prophetic people.


We have to determine not to get distracted or stuck during this time of transaction.


God is wanting to give keys of revelation & I believe we are to ask for both wisdom & discernment. 
We are in a time of uncertainty & unpredictability so we have to listen carefully to what the Father is 
showing us.


We are to stay steady, shake off weariness & become prophets of revelation.


As we upgrade our discernment, we become a gift to the church


Becoming prophets of His presence we learn to “be still and know”. (Psalm 46:10)


In the Amplified version, it says “Be still & know” (recognize, understand) that I am God.


The questions: “Am I stuck because God is constraining me or is the enemy withstanding me?” is 
an often asked question for a prophetic person


People are looking for pillars in the time of uncertainty & I believe developed prophets can provide 
that insight & stability.


Grahame Cook highlights “We need to know what’s being bound in Heaven that needs to be bound 
on earth and we need sharp discernment to have this knowledge.
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Find more prophetic training & resources at dianeharrison.ca 

http://dianeharrison.ca
http://dianeharrison.ca

	I fit them into the net of opportunity that I am given. Sometimes they just get to observe and learn, but other times the Holy Spirit will open up a great opportunity. One time I was asked to go to a place outside of Minneapolis for a prophetic presbytery. This wasn’t a group I was familiar with, but they wanted a woman on their prophetic presbytery time. I brought my 16 year old daughter with me who is very prophetic, instructing her that this was an observation time as the other man prophesying over the weekend would be the lead. Very quickly as we met with the pastor and other 2 men prophesying it became clear that I would be taking the lead and that my daughter was welcome to jump in. The Holy Spirit had set up a great opportunity for her to prophesy at a deep level, with no stress, as it just opened up at the time.
	When a problem is reported to me and I haven’t been present for the prophetic word given, I ask to hear the recording before I give any opinion. At that time I usually want to discuss the problem with the prophetic person and give my assessment if it was a bit of misunderstanding or how they need to resolve it with the complainer. We have very few problems because we pastor or follow up with the words given.
	In conclusion, giving feedback has to be ongoing as people are growing in their gift and I likely do 80% of positive  feedback to the 20% of adjustment or dealing with a problem.

